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HAS MOBILE SERIES
Hot Air Generators

During the time that ENORPA HAS MOBILE 
SERIES Hot Air Generators are produced, 
optimum thermal construction and the least 
damaging environmentally friendly carbon 
monoxide emissions are taken into considera-
tion. 
HAS MOBILE SERIES Hot Air Generator 
provides completely heated and homogeneous 
hot air distribution as a result of the strength 
and aerodynamic calculations to be done 
according to the relevant air flow values.
HAS MOBILE SERIES Hot Air Generators can 
provide a very rapid warming by setting up the 

air in motion inside the space. HAS MOBILE 
SERIES Hot Air Generator can easily adapt to 

different distribution lines for special processes and 
spaces. The designs are applied which enable 

minimizing thermal expansion of the boilers exposed 
to high temperatures. S235JR EN 10028-2 Certified 

high temperature resistant sheets are used in all parts 
which are exposed to fire and smoke. Fire tubes are PED 

(Pressure Equipment Directive) certified and in TS 10217-2 
standard which specially manufactured for boilers made of 

P235GH material.
Fire tubes are obtained by bending the SRM pipes so that it 

provides the minimum counter pressure and maximum heat transfer 
surface area. The counterflow fire tubes and the wide air passage 

channel make it easy to be used on full length long lines. The axial fan, 
which is positioned compactly in the boiler, enables low noise operation in 

order to produce hot air used in the district heating with minimum cost and the 
highest quality. The designs are applied which enable minimizing thermal expansion 

of the boilers exposed to high temperatures. S235JR EN 10028-2 Certified high tempera-
ture resistant sheets are used in all parts which are exposed to fire and smoke. Fire tubes are 

PED (Pressure Equipment Directive) certified and in TS 10217-2 standard which specially manufactu-
red for boilers made of P235GH material.

HAS MOBILE

30 kW
-

234 kW

Liquid/Gas Fired 
Counterflow 

Fire-tube boiler SRM Steel TS EN 
10305-2 Fire Tube

90°C air temperature 
output %94 
efficiency

100mm polystyrene-based 
(fibreglass) external thermal 
insulation, DKP Metal Sheet, 

Powder coating

emperature
ut %94 
ciency

100mm polystyrene-based
(fi( breglass) external thermal 
insinsulaulaatiottion, , DKP Metal Sheet, 

Powo derderder cocoatiating
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